“I found this training to be well above expectations and highly recommend it to all C-suite executives. The financial impact exercise was astonishing.”
–Chief Clinical Officer

“Anyone in a management role will benefit from the practical tools and skills you will hone in this course.”
–Chief Executive Officer

“Medline has assembled engaging faculty with great course content to engage and inspire.”
–Chief Operating Officer

“So appreciative of the wealth of information that was shared. The content of the program was so relevant and the generous amount of resources will allow us to put into practice what we learned.”
–Area VP, Supply Chain

“That class was such an inspiration. It’s already been shared with a few of our leaders, everyone is very excited!”
–Director of Support Services

“Superb program that can be implemented today. I left with everything that I needed. Kudos to all!”
–System Director Patient Safety

“Very inspiring and enlightening! A great way to light the spark to make our organization truly be a place where people want to work!”
–Chief Experience Officer

“This was a great training. It was empowering and inspiring, and left me ready and wanting to go out and talk with my staff.”
–Director of Inpatient Services

“The coaching techniques provided are essential for a leadership role to promote engagement.”
–Director CCU & PCU

“Case studies were really great. Receiving actual materials we can use for employee engagement activities is invaluable.”
–VP, Supply Chain
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